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Summary 
In July of 2009, Emma Clifford, Director of Animal Balance 
(www.animalbalance.org) contacted Terry Shewchuk in Canada, the 
Director of the The Spanky Project (www.spankyproject.org) to enquire if 
he needed any assistance with his work to humanely control the dog and 
cat populations of Havana. They quickly realized that they held the same 
ethics and goals and formed a partnership. The Spanky Project had been 
working in Havana since 2003 supporting weekend sterilization campaigns 
in people’s homes. In 2008, Terry reached out to the Cuban Veterinary 
community to collaborate in order to increase the capacity of the 
veterinary clinics. Terry had established very strong ties within the Cuban 

Government and veterinary community alike. 
 
 
In 2011, Emma and Dr. Byron Maas, Animal Balance’s Medical Director, visited Havana with 
Terry and his Chief Veterinarian, Dr. Michael Belovich to assess how Animal Balance could best 
help the Spanky Project increase their capacity. We were surprised as there was a very high 
number of visible cats on the streets in Havana. This was possibly as a result of the high 
numbers of street dogs that had been sterilized and then moved into the people’s homes by 
The Spanky Project and its Cuba partners– an incredible 80% in Havana Vieja (Old Havana). It is 
possible that the cats now did not have such competition for food and were not being run off 
by the street dogs any longer. We suggested to Terry that it would be logical to now hold a trap, 
neuter and return program for Havana Vieja’s street cat population.  
 

                
 
It was critical to help these cats as the Cuban Government has an equivalent of Animal Control, 
who round up street animals and kill them. However, this division of Government had not had 
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enough funds for gasoline for a while so there had been very few ‘round up and kills’ in recent 
years. It was perfect timing to not only help the cats, but to also show to the Government and 
people that there is a better way to control their escalating cat population. 
 
In 2012, we worked together to create a trap, neuter and return (TNR) program plan for 
Havana’s feral cats. Terry gained all the Cuban governmental permissions while Emma worked 
on the US permissions. The Spanky Project has 2 local representatives; Susana Hurlich and 
Gladys Morales, who Terry coordinated with to schedule the campaign and training in October 
2012. For over a year we had Skype and phone meetings while Terry communicated the plans 
with his Cuban partners to organize the campaign. 
 

        
 
The Spanky Project was the lead organization. They had been working in Cuba since 2003 to 
build relationships, understand the governmental processes, make vital connections and hold 
sterilization and vaccination campaigns for the islands dogs and wellness campaigns for the 
Surrey Horses. Their work to date is extraordinarily successful, which is 100% due to the 
perseverance and patience of their Director, Terry Shewchuk. Animal Balance’s part was to 
provide strategic program development advice and teach how to organize a large scale TNR 
program ensuring that the program would be sustainable.  
 
In October 2012, The Spanky Project and Animal Balance went to Havana to organize, train for 
and hold the Trap Neuter and Return (TNR) program – the first one ever in Cuba! 
 
Cuba 
Cuba is an incredibly beautiful country with a proud and very well educated population. The 
people live on rations and often do not work in their chosen profession, but in whatever 
capacity they can in order to survive.  The culture is rich with artists, writers, musicians and 
great philosophers. The people share their incredible knowledge and history so we may know 
how and why Cuba is where it is today. People are very well schooled; however they often do 
not have the tools necessary to work in their trade or profession. 
 



     
 
There is no widespread internet access, except for institutional purposes and at the tourist 
hotels. People do have house phones, but the connections often do not work. A few people 
have cell phones, but not many as yet. Communication is challenging and one often just has to 
go to a place to get an answer. In order to coordinate a campaign communication is key; so this 
was an interesting challenge to get around. Once we had decided on a plan, we had to stay with 
it as there was no way to connect with everyone. 
 
The Cuban veterinarians and technicians that we volunteered with are highly skilled, yet have 
no supplies to carry out their work.  However, the Cuban Government fully supports the Spanky 
Project’s campaigns and Terry has carefully and respectfully built up trust with all the key 
officials, particularly at the Office of the Historian. His tenacity and patience is impressive and 
has paid off. All of the credit must be given to Terry for his years of gently talking with the 
government about the need for humane animal management and care. In 2011 he signed a 
Convenio with the Consejo Cientifico Veterinario de Cuba which allowed The Spanky Project to 
work throughout Cuba under their ‘umbrella’. Terry secured all the permissions and support 
locally in Havana and in Canada to enable this project to take place. 
 
TNR Project – Census gathering 
In May 2012, in order to know where the cat colonies were and who the caretakers were, Terry 
asked that Radio Metropolitana  send out a message asking people to call a specific number if 
they were feeding street cats. Cat caretakers called in and gave their name, address and phone 
number. This would probably never happen anywhere else, but in Cuba it worked! 
 
The Spanky representatives; Susana and Gladys visited the Agrarian University of Havana to 
present a lecture on trap, neuter and return programs. Pavel Herrera, Dean of Veterinary 
Faculty stated that he wanted his students to be involved so they recruited his students for the 
project. The veterinary students called the colony caretakers back and started to create a 
spreadsheet which listed; their name, location, feeding schedule and number of adult cats, 
kitten and their health status in the colony. The students visited each colony caretaker to gain 
further information on colony demographics. Once they had collected this information they 
gave it to Terry, who plotted it into Google maps. He was then able to send it to Emma so she 
could see a clear picture of where the colonies were located in Havana. We quickly recognized 
that there were 3 main zones where there was a high density of cat colonies. Terry allocated 
each zone to a Cuban Veterinarian to manage the collection of data in that zone.  



During the summer of 2012, the Veterinary students and Cuban Veterinarians in each zone 
continued to gather data as more colony caretakers called in after hearing the radio message. 
By the end of the summer they each had a comprehensive spreadsheet that listed all pertinent 
data on the colonies and caretakers. This data was key in the planning stage before we went to 
Havana so that we would know which areas we needed to target to have the largest impact. 
In July, Susana and Gladys met with Dr. Fernando Gispert, the lead specialist at Clinica Laika in 
Old Havana, Presidente Sociedad de Clinica y Cirugia, Secretario Buro Ejecutivo and Consejo 
Cientifico Veterinario, Dr. Guadalupe Ramos IMV Municppal Director, Dr. Miguel Nagel Ruiz 
Jurado, Lead Specialist for Carlos III clinic, Dr. Harry Stamatopolos Mpountos, IMV Municpal 
Director and Natasha Nunez, Student Coordinator for the TNR program, Professor at Facultad 
de Medicina Veterunbaria at UNAH in San Jose and Alexandra Oppmann who had coordinated 
the TNR mapping. The result of the meeting was that the Carlos III clinic site was confirmed for 
our TNR program. 
 
 
Pre- Campaign Publicity 
As of August, Dra. Maria Gloria Vidal Rivalta, President of the National Commission in Animal 
Welfare devoted 10 minutes on her bi-weekly television show, “Revista Hola Habana,” to 
explaining the TNR program.  
 
In September, Fernando Dominiquez Dieppa, the President of the Cuban Feline Fanciers 
Association, dedicated one of his shows on Radio Metropolitana called La Seccion Gateando 
(The Catting Section) to explaining TNR. He told people that we would be accepting a limited 
number of owned cats as well, by appointment. He provided the Carlos III clinic number and 
people started to call to make appointment. He then followed this up with weekly brief 
reminders. He also informed all the Presidents of the Cuban Feline Fanciers Associations across 
Cuba so they could in turn tell their members. 
 
Supplies and Equipment 
Terry worked with the Office of the Historian to obtain the necessary permissions to import the 
supplies from Canada and I worked with Dr. Michael Belovich to organize the medical supply list 
for sufficient supplies for 300 cat spay and neuter surgeries. The Spanky Project bought more 
than needed so that they could leave the supplies in Havana enabling the vets to continue the 
work. 
 
Alley Cat Allies donated 20 humane cat traps and accessories to the Spanky Project which were 
flown to Cuba from Canada by Air Transit for free in August. Ingrid Bonamusa of APAC (All for 
Progress in Animal Care), received them in Varadero and then organized for them to be 
transported to Susana, Spanky Project’s representative, in Havana. 
 
The Campaign – 1) Training Caretakers 2) MASH campaign 
We organized the trap, neuter and return campaign so that we could first spend a week training 
the caretakers in how to desensitize and then humanely trap the cats, plus work out the 
logistics of transporting the cats to and from the clinic site. The second week, the medical team 



would fly in for the actual clinic and work with the Cuban veterinarians and technicians to 
create the high volume TNR cat clinic. 

          
 
Week One – Training Sessions 
Terry, Emma and Dairne Ryan (Animal Balance and Fix Our Ferals Board Member) flew into 
Havana and met with Spanky Project representatives, Susana and Gladys, to plan out the 
training sessions. All the caretakers who had phoned into the ‘hotline’ that Summer were 
invited to 3 training sessions which were held in 3 different districts of Havana namely, Habana 
Vieja, Plaza and Luyano. 
 
Emma had prepared a power point explaining the need for TNR and how one catches the cats 
humanely. At our first meeting at Quinta de los Molinos, we did have a screen to show the 
power point, but at the other 2, everyone gathered around the laptop to see. Emma had used 
photos of Havana’s cats in her power point to help connect everyone. Soon the caretakers were 
telling us where the cats where located on her power point and who fed them. At one 
presentation, enough people recognized one caretaker that we were able to find her later and 
teach her how to trap her colony, which she did. 
 

           
  
At each meeting there were approximately 20 caretakers present along with the local 
veterinarians. As everyone was very curious and a little nervous about the project, Emma began 
by talking about how intelligent cats are at surviving. We soon began to engage the caretakers 
and start to build up their confidence in us to protect their cats. We explained that the 
veterinarians are very important, but they cannot perform the surgeries without the cats, so 
that makes the caretakers role AS important. We explained that strangers like us cannot trap 
their cats as the cats would be too wary of the new smells and sounds and that for this program 
to be a success the caretakers have to feed, desensitize and finally trap their colony of cats.  
 



By explaining that their role was crucial, the caretakers all became very involved very quickly 
and began asking lots of very good questions. We had a trap with us and a soft tiger toy, called 
Tony. Tony was trapped at each demonstration meeting and everyone had a chance to inspect 
the trap and understand that the trap would not harm their cats.  Many of the caretakers 
showed us their scratches where they had tried to grab their cats and put them in rice sacks. 
The caretakers embraced the trap and the 20 traps soon became the hottest items in Havana! 
 
Emma explained how to desensitize the cats at regular feeding time and how to let the cats get 
used to the traps. We discussed bait, kittens, hard to trap cats, locations for traps, and their 
approach to the colony areas, making sure that everything was the same each time. The 
caretakers were very engaged and the meetings, which were scheduled for an hour however, 
lasted 2-3 hours in each case. 
 

            
 
We explained that the caretakers at the meeting must now turn around and train another 10 
people each in the art of trapping. They all agreed to do this and help teach their friends and 
fellow caretakers how to trap their cats.  
 
At the end of each meeting we discussed with the group as to which colonies to focus on the 
following week. It was more efficient for us in the time that we had to focus in central areas, 
rather than a few cats here and there. We picked 3-5 colonies from each caretaker meeting and 
scheduled a date when we would drop off the traps and when their trap date would be so that 
they would be ready for us with cats in traps.  
 
Transport and Cages 
Transporting the cats was certainly one of the most challenging factors. The caretakers did not 
have cars for the most part. Each colony had 20-50 cats. Susana did an excellent job at finding a 
large truck from the flora department of Quinta de los Molinos for each morning shift. They 
also had a 3 wheeler bike/van that we could have used, but it didn’t go so that option was out. 
Our only choices for afternoon transport seemed to be the beautiful 1950’s Cadillac and Ford 
taxis. We doubted that many taxi drivers would let smelly, yowling cats in traps in their ‘pride 
and joy’. Terry then came up with a brilliant solution; he found a 1960’s VW bus for rent. The 
seats could be taken out and all the cats in their traps could be stacked up in the back. The 
owner, Guillermo, soon became an expert cat trapper himself and integral part of the program. 



          
 
We also needed holding cages as we would need to keep our traps out in the field. This was 
achieved by borrowing collapsable pigeon cages from Juan Finca who takes care of Havana’s 
pigeons which is a very high position. He is also oversees the care of all birds in the hotels of 
Habana Vieja. We were very fortunate that he kindly lent us his 50 cages. We used zip ties to 
reinforce them and if you were very careful you could fit the cat through the bird door. It 
proved a lot easier to do when the cats were still under anesthesia, but when you have nothing, 
you have to get creative and be Cuban! We used the bird cages with the owned and the 
friendlier cats. Also made available to us were conventional cat carriers thanks to APAC-
Varadero. 
 

          
 
Visiting the Colony Sites 
After we had met with all the caretakers and chosen the colonies that we would target, we then 
visited their colonies to give them advice on where to put the bait, traps etc. in order to have 
the most success. We expected to see maybe a few of their cats out while we were there 
visiting. We smell different; we could be threat to them. However, as soon as the cats heard, 
smelt and saw their caretaker with food they came out in droves! The colonies were massive, 
up to 60 cats in some. Dogs ate alongside the cats. At the start Dairne and Emma were so 
worried about the dogs, but the people told them to relax and they were quite right, everyone 
got along and the cats ate before the dogs!  
 



       
 
 
HQ – A Beautiful Example of Cuban Participation 
One colony caretaker couple, Amelia Carballo, Angel Norniella, both famous leading Cuban 
pottery artists, understood what needed to be done and he made perfectly fitting cardboard 
covers for the traps, with a hole for the handle. He also copied Emma’s power point and 
showed it to his friends and colleagues at his pottery shop, which is in the center of Old Havana. 
We dubbed their pottery shop, HQ, and the name stuck. He and his wife were proud to be HQ 
and the other caretakers would come to their shop for coffee and a smoke to talk about the art 
of cat trapping each day, e.g. which bait works best, which time of night is preferable and how 
far to stay back from the trap at trap time. The pottery shop was the hive of ‘cat trapping 
activity’.  
 
For us it was fabulous to see people take ownership so quickly and get so creative to help the 
process so they could do a good job and catch as many of their cats as possible. They also 
helped each other very quickly and went out at night time to make sure that their friends’ 
colonies were set up and that they were doing everything correctly. We have never seen first 
time trappers so excited and empowered.  
 
All the caretakers had been given a handwritten schedule as to when to start feeding, putting 
out the trap and when we would send a driver to pick up their cats. Our hotel was centrally 
located in Old Havana so it was just a short walk over to HQ to check in each day with them and 
relay messages.  
 

       
 
 



The MASH Clinic 
 
Dr. Michael Belovich, Dr. Michelle Travers and Dr. Byron Maas flew into Havana from Canada 
for the second week. At the Carlos III clinic we met with Dra. Rocio del Carmen Vichot Amador, 
DMV and Frank Gracia Sosa, a technician, who had been allocated to work with us. The week 
before they had been cleaning and painting the clinic for the campaign and were very proud of 
the space. We met and talked about what had been achieved so far and how a MASH campaign 
would normally run. We then asked for their input as to how to apply that concept to the Carlos 
III site.  
 

     
 
Terry had organized that we would receive 20-30 owned cats each morning for sterilization. 
This was our back up in case the caretakers were unable to trap their cats. We wanted to be 
sure that the veterinarians could still train, even if the caretakers could not catch their cats. 
We quickly designed the system and agreed on where registration, anesthesia, prep, surgery, 
recovery 1 and recovery 2 and release would be. There was also a rudimentary schedule of 
veterinarians and veterinary students and younger students who would be assisting each day. 
There would be a different team joining us each day and many did not know each other. This 
was the best way to provide each group with a chance to work with the foreign veterinarians 
and learn how to work with feral cats. 
 
We drew a flow chart for the clinic, unpacked all the supplies and cages and set up the animal 
clinic. The veterinarians discussed the anesthetic cocktails (Kitty Magic) with Dra. Rocio and 
Frank.  
 
That night was the first ‘trapping night’ for the caretakers for colony number 1 and collection 
would be the next day for the first day of our Trap Neuter and Return clinic. 
 
The caretakers had listened to the training and then made it work for them. They had ‘Cuban–
ized’ it and that worked perfectly. The truck was full of cats in traps on day one and that did not 
change for the entire week. Every trap and plastic carrier was full every single day, sometimes 
with multiple cats in one carrier. 
 
The whole week was spent training Cuban veterinarians from Havana and the provinces of 
Matanzas and Mayabeque in the high volume clinic set up and in surgery and anesthesia. The 
vets were taught how to inject feral cats in traps safely, surgery – although most were already 



quite proficient - and in post-operative care.  The caretakers helped with recovery and Susana 
gave the aftercare instructions in group classes each afternoon. As there were so many people 
coming to pick up owned cats and as we were next to the people’s animal hospital the 
afternoon ‘aftercare speeches’ were very well attended by everyone – even if they did not have 
a cat at our clinic. Susana has lived in Havana since 1992 so she understands the culture and 
how people live. She was able to eloquently explain aftercare in a way that the Cuban people 
could work with. 
 
 

        
 

     
 

      
    
 
Rafael Montesino, who handles all the calls and questions at the “People’s Clinic” had kindly 
booked all the owned cats appointments for us and did an excellent job at making sure that the 
people on his list were at the clinic on the right day and time. 
 



   
  
 
Meetings 
 
TVT Research  
Terry, Emma, Dairne, Susana and Gladys met with two Cuban Oncologists Dr. Juan Carlos 
Rodríguez Arrocochea, DMV and Dra.  Lilibet Calaña Seoane to discuss their research on the 
Cuban owned dog population.  They had developed a method for categorizing the severity of 
Transmissible Venereal Tumors (TVTs). As we discussed their work further, we thought about 
how their knowledge and testing system could help the street dogs also. We were curious if the 
dogs with TVT were located in one area, or spread throughout the city with the same 
distribution. We asked if it would make logical sense to put a MASH sterilization clinic for street 
dogs at the center of the TVT occurrence. Everyone agreed that this would potentially make 
sense and that one might be able to reduce the spread of TVT more effectively if this approach 
was utilized. As a result of this meeting Terry is organizing a study with the Dr. Juan Carlos 
Rodríguez Arrocochea and Dra.  Lilibet Calaña Seoane. They will record the incidences of TVT in 
the owned dogs and Terry will hold a MASH clinic for the street dogs in the same vicinity. Then 
again in another area to act as a control group.  
 
Terry will utilize Juan Carlos’ and Lilibet‘s method for quantifying the extent of the TVT so that 
the dog groups can be compared. If this testing can be done on a consistent basis, there is a 
very good likelihood that they can prove that it is more effective to stop the spread of TVT in 
dogs by placing your MASH clinic at the center of the highest dense areas of dogs with TVT. This 
would be ground breaking research and the end result would help all countries with street dog 
populations that suffer from TVT. 
 
Gran Caribe – Pilot Plan for the Resorts 

Terry, Emma, Dairne, Gladys and Susana met with Noemi 
Sanchez Rodriguez, Director Negocios y Desarrollo, Gran Caribe 
to discuss a pilot program for a sterilization program for the 
cats and dogs who live around the resorts in Cuba. This project 
was started with the assistance of APAC, Varadero who work in 
collaboration with The Spanky Project. The pilot project will 
launch at Hotel Tropico. This is a very exciting project that 
potentially could change the entire approach to the over 
population of cats and dogs in the tourist areas of Cuba. 



 
Summary 
We sterilized 273 cats in one week. The caretakers were thrilled that they had been so 
successful. They started to get to know one another from different areas of Havana and create 
a network of ‘cat protectors’, sharing their knowledge with each other and supporting one 
another. 
The entire campaign was a major success.  
 
Our objectives:  
1) to teach the caretakers how to humanely trap their cats and leave a ‘cage bank’ so they 
could continue the work 
2) to teach the veterinarians how to run a high volume cat clinic (including handling feral cats in 
traps) 
3) to inform the public about the importance of humane cat population management  
 
had all been achieved. 
 
This campaign was one of the most challenging, yet the most exciting, of all of Animal Balance’s 
participation in any campaign worldwide, the reason was; the Cuban people. They are 
intelligent, polite, resourceful and wonderful human beings to work with. However, none of this 
would have happened without Terry, who spent 10 years gently working to build the 
relationships necessary to organize such a campaign on this scale. Animal Balance provided 
strategic and program development advice and everything else fell into place because of the 
The Spanky Project and the extraordinary Cuban people and their dedication and love for their 
animals. 
 
  
 
 


